Cooperation For a Better World
An Introduction

In an earner request made by the Iraqi-MoP and Iraqi-MoHE&SR, the KOICA held a series of discussions in Erbil with the 2 Iraqi Ministries for the purpose of working out details for the Project of “Establishment of 3 Multimedia Language Labs” in Baghdad.
The KOICA’s Objectives of this Project are

1- Contribute to the development of higher education by modern education facilities.

2- Provide opportunities for income generation and employment for university graduates.

3- Contribute to the development of capabilities of government officials.
The Cooperation between both Parties

KOICA and the Iraqi Ministries shall cooperate with each other in performing the following activities to achieve the project objectives as following:
First Activity:
Provision of educational equipments and all the necessary materials for implementing the Project.

KOICA select a Dealim I&S as a Korean Project Management Consulting (PMC) firm, which specializes in these projects, to implement the project.
Second Activity:
Invitation of Iraqi personnel to KOICA to gain knowledge and experiences concerning the installation, operation and maintenance of the equipment and the administration and management of the Labs.
1st Offsite Meeting of the Project for the Establishment of 3 multimedian Language Laboratories in Baghdad
31 Jan. ~ 6 Feb. 2010 / Seoul, Korea
All Parties sign the 1st Remote workshop MOM (Minutes of Meeting)
Third Activity: KOICA also, invite Iraqi personnel (project manager, professors, and technicals) who will be involved in the Project to Korea for 3 weeks in a training program.

KOICA bear the cost of training program including air flight tickets, accommodation, and medical assistance, and ensure the safety of the trainees during their stay in KOREA.
Mr. Kim, Sang Soon
Director at
DAIN REVOTECH CO.
KOICA provide assistance about 1200000$ to implement all activities of this Project.
Engineering is very well developed in Iraqi universities.

The University of Technology (UOT) in Baghdad is considered as the leading centre for engineering studies.

It is the unique Technical University in Iraq with 14 different colleges (originally named as departments) offering different engineering fields.
The March-April 2003 invasion led to the destruction of the infrastructure of higher education institutions in Iraq, including buildings, laboratories, libraries, furniture, equipment and books.

IT equipment was one of the main targets of the looters during and even after the invasion of 2003.
During and after invasion

“The university had been looted. My office had been stripped of air conditioning, the desks had gone, the refrigerator had disappeared, the wall has a different color...”

(Iraqi professor)
Now, University of Technology (UOT) is the First Iraqi University according to the Webometrics (The famous World Universities' Ranking)

http://www.webometrics.info/top12000.asp?offset=9800
The Project Goal

The Project contributes in increasing the educational capacity for our university by using an advanced educational technology that will help to improve it’s performance quality.
The Main Expected Results

(1) Expand The Training Services to more than 6000 students and more than 3000 employees.
(2) Increase and develop the trainer’s capacity in the multimedia & E-Learning sectors.
(3) Develop the trainer’s capacity in the Foreign Language and TOEFL Exam.
The Future Expected Benefits

(1) We looks forward to link it’s Lab with the other 2 labs (in NCCMD and Baghdad University) via WAN or via Intranet, to organizing joint training sessions.

(2) We seeks to hold courses in the e-learning and foreign language (especially English).
Thank You
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